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“WLG | regional Stuttgart ’23” conference

Our Counsels Laure Marolleau and Claire Filliatre attended in the “WLG | regional Stuttgart ’23” conference
which took place on May 11 and 12 in Stuttgart, Germany.

This conference brought together lawyers from EMEA member firms of the World Law Group, a non-exclusive
international network of leading independent law firms.

The conference focused on ESG.

This international acronym is traditionally used by the financial community to designate Environmental, Social
and Governance criteria.

These criteria constitute the three pillars of extra-financial analysis and are taken into account in socially
responsible management.

They are intended to assess the responsibility of companies towards environmental issues and towards their
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stakeholders (employees, business partners, subcontractors and customers).

It is in this context that Claire participated in the panel discussion on “Managing ESG Risks in the Supply
Chain”.

Soulier Avocats is an independent full-service law firm that offers key players in the economic, industrial and financial world
comprehensive legal services.
We advise and defend our French and foreign clients on any and all legal and tax issues that may arise in connection with their
day-to-day operations, specific transactions and strategic decisions.
Our clients, whatever their size, nationality and business sector, benefit from customized services that are tailored to their
specific needs.
For more information, please visit us at www.soulier-avocats.com.
This material has been prepared for informational purposes only and is not intended to be, and should not be construed as, legal
advice. The addressee is solely liable for any use of the information contained herein.
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